List of Copy Editors / Professional Tutors
Caty Sacco – MFA Nonfiction
Email: caitlinsacco@hotmail.com
Phone: (508) 446-2545
I am a second year MFA student in the nonfiction program at UNH and have taken several fiction
courses as well. I graduated summa cum laude from UNH's English Program in 2012 as an honors
student. Since then, I have held jobs as a copywriter and editor, and now as a travel writer and agent for
a travel agency. My work has been published in a local journal and local newspapers, as well as on
company blogs and websites. I also completed a heavily-researched 150-page creative nonfiction thesis
as an undergrad which is printed, bound and archived in the UNH Dimond Library.
Rate: $15/hr.
Courtney Landi — MFA Student in Fiction
Email: clandi.cl@gmail.com
I have a dual degree (BA) in English Literature and Communication from Bryant University, where I
worked as a student editor for the literary magazine, Bryant Literary Review. Before moving to New
Hampshire for grad school, I worked as a Publicist at Penguin Random House for nearly three years,
where I wrote and peer reviewed press releases and a variety of other diverse media outreach materials.
I have over two years' experience writing, proofreading, and copyediting grant narratives for a small
consulting firm based in upstate New York. I am also a Writing Assistant at UNH’s Connors Writing
Center.
Rate: $18/hour. Can provide estimate upon request. Willing to negotiate flat rate.
Ethan Leonard – MFA Fiction
Phone: 360-337-0152
Email: eltehoannard@gmail.com
I'm a second-year fiction student at UNH, and graduated from Western Washington University with a
bachelor's degree in English. Currently, I'm a reader and the acquisitions editor for Barnstorm Journal,
and an intern with our campus' Research Development Office. My fiction, poetry, and essays have
appeared in publications such as Reservoir, Yellow Chair Review, Buffalo Almanack, The Doctor T.J.
Eckleburg Review, and others.
Rate: $15 dollars an hour. I'll provide an estimate of the total when requested
Guifang Xue – MFA Nonfiction
Email: islandsie1990@gmail.com
Preferred fields: Linguistics, education, finance, politics, liberal arts
I have a BA in English and am an MFA student in Creative Writing. I worked for the Campus News as
a reporter when I was in college. Right after I graduated from college, I worked full time as an
interpreter and also an assistant in an international consulting company(IPC GmbH). From application
to analysis, from financial resume to loan proposal, I had to copy edit, proofread and translate all the
documents/papers at my work.
Rate: $15 (negotiable)
James Roach – MFA Candidate in Fiction
Email: jproac11@g.holycross.edu
Writing and editing background: I am a fiction MFA student, and have a BA with honors in English
and Creative Writing. I am entering my third year working with the UNH Research Development
Office, where I have proofread personal statements, grant proposal narratives, and other grant materials
for professors and graduate students alike. I have also worked as an independent book chapter/journal

manuscript copyeditor for UNH professors during this time. This past year, I was Fiction Co-Editor for
Barnstorm, UNH’s journal of creative writing. Additionally, I have over three years experience
teaching writing at the high school and college levels.
Rate: $20 per hour (Can negotiate on longer projects)
Kaely Horton -- MFA in Fiction
Email: kmh1047@wildcats.unh.edu
Phone: 801-661-6765
I worked at the Oregon State University Writing Center for two years, both as a writing assistant and as
the Writing Center's Assistant Coordinator. Additionally, I have an MA in English Literature from
Oregon State University, over three years of experience teaching college-level writing, and extensive
training in grammar, rhetoric and composition, and graduate-level writing. I have worked with dozens
of graduate students on theses and dissertations, and I know firsthand how daunting and complex the
process of completing these documents can be. I look forward to working with you!
Rate: $20/hour (negotiable)
Lauren Short—PhD in Composition
Email: ls2010@wildcats.unh.edu
I have a BA in English and Humanities with a focus in disciplinary studies, as well as a minor in
Spanish from the University of Louisville. I also have an MA from the University of Louisville, where
I worked as a writing center tutor, instructor of introductory and intermediate composition courses, and
research assistant. My editorial experience spans a year and a half period working closely with a
professor of English at the University of Louisville who was working to publish an academic book.
Additionally, I have been teaching courses ranging from first-year writing, professional and technical
writing, and creative nonfiction for the last 3 years and have worked at writing centers as a writing
assistant for nearly 3 years.
Rate: $20 per hours/negotiable
Rhosalyn Williams – MFA Poetry
Email: rhosalynwilliams@gmail.com
Phone: 850-339-6772
I received a bachelor’s degree in English Literature from the University of Florida in 2015. During my
time there, I founded and ran a creative writing workshop series for high school and middle school
students. During the workshop, students shared their writing and received peer-critiques as well as
individual sessions with me to improve and develop their projects. Beyond this, I have been employed
on a freelance basis as an editorial consultant for the website outdoorgearlab and I have consistently
worked as a writer for the financial consulting firm, SASBA.
Rate: $17 an hour (easily negotiable)
Scott Lasley – PhD Composition
Phone: 502-727-4875
Email: slasley45@gmail.com
I'm a 2nd year Composition PhD student who has been teaching college writing for three years and has
worked as a writing center tutor/consultant for a year. In both instances, I've worked with a variety of
different genres of writing from freshman research essays to faculty articles being prepared for
publication. I have experience working with writers at different levels of expertise and at different
points in their writing processes.
Rate: $15 an hour

